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Please note: 
 

IBM’s® statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change or withdrawal 
without notice at IBM’s sole discretion.  

Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general product 
direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.  

The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment, promise, or 
legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. Information about potential future 
products may not be incorporated into any contract. The development, release, and timing of any 
future features or functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion. 

Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a 
controlled environment. The actual throughput or performance that any user will experience will 
vary depending upon many factors, including considerations such as the amount of 
multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and 
the workload processed.  Therefore, no assurance can be given that an individual user will 
achieve results similar to those stated here. 
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Abstract 

§  In your organization, are lines of business competing to have “their” portal or 
dedicated infrastructure? Many organizations are deploying dedicated 
environments to support each line of business portal. This increases the cost of 
running IBM® WebSphere® Portal and IBM Web Content Manager and reduces 
the ability to deliver exceptional, user-focused web experiences. In this 
presentation, four patterns will be presented all drawn from real customer 
engagements for achieving a multi-tenant web experience architecture.  

§ The session will cover each pattern and their hardware and software 
configurations.  

§ We'll cover how to operate, govern, and maintain the systems. If you are 
considering operating multiple portals, then come to this session! 
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Multi-tenancy can mean different things in different 
organizations 

Different companies 

Different business relationships 
to portal owner 

Different internal organization 

Sites aimed at distinct groups 
of people / audiences 

Geographic location 

Access device 

Renovations, Inc 
Employee 

Internal User 

Marketing department 

Working on upcoming 
product releases; 

New Hire 

Des Moines, USA 

Mobile access 

Greenwell PLC Employee 

Distributor of Renovations 
products 

Merchandising 
department 

Working on store 
openings in Europe; 
Community Leader 

Glasgow, UK 

Workstation access 

Example Example 



But what often results is separate infrastructures 
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Site 

Portal/WCM 
deployment 

We want to build a website, 
so we deploy WebSphere 
Portal & WCM 



But what often results is separate infrastructures 
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Site Site Site 

Portal/WCM 
deployment 

More websites come along… 

Portal/WCM 
deployment 

Portal/WCM 
deployment 

…and more portals get deployed 



Really what we want is a shared infrastructure 
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Site 

Portal/WCM 
deployment 

More websites come along… 

Portal/WCM 
deployment 

This presentation is about achieving a 
multi-tenant deployment, shared by 
multiple sites 

Portal/WCM 
deployment 

Site Site 



Two main decision criteria 

Aggregation 

Ownership 

What are we bringing together? 
Portal provides a platform for integrated 
website delivery across corporate 
functions and business units. 

Who owns the tenants? 
Within most organizational structures, 
there is not usually one owner of all 
Portal applications – the portal provides 
a shared platform. 



Governance lifecycles differ between the platform and tenants 
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Sites 

Web 
experience 

platform 

Web content
Stylesheets
Page layout

ACLs
Navigation

Page templates
Graphics

Middleware
Portlets

Java artifacts

Higher frequency 
Lower risk 

Lower frequency 
Higher risk 

Website owners (LOB) 

Platform owners (IT) 



Where should control lie – a federal approach 
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Centrally governed 
 
Standards for: 
•  Content Management 
•  Security /Authentication 
•  Data Warehousing 
•  Profile Management 
•  Search and Taxonomy 
•  Enterprise Brand (Look,      

Feel, Navigation)  
•  Metrics / Scorecard 

Decentralized 
 
Owned and vetted by the 
functions / BU’s with 
minimal central oversight 
or control 
 
Must leverage standard 
content management 
tool 

Decentralized 
 
Driven by teams close to 
the functions / BU’s  
 
Must adhere to the 
framework standards 
 
Subject to approval by 
central governance body 

Portal  
Platform 

Specialized  
Functions 
& Features 

Content 
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The types of tenant you have will determine what must be 
shared, what could be shared, and what must not be shared 

Different companies 

Different business relationships 
to portal owner 

Different internal organization 

Sites aimed at distinct groups 
of people / audiences 

Geographic location 

Access device 

May have little overlap, and 
sites may need to be kept quite 

separate 

User may not care about 
distinction and just wants 

“their” stuff 

Not an absolute property of the 
user, might change over time 



We have categorized the technology options into three types 
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Increasing 
separation 

Within-
portal 

Shared 
binary 

Separate 
binary 

Personalization 

Portal access control 

Virtual portals 

Cluster partitioning 

Shared config farm 

Multiple profiles 

PAAS Cloud 
Unique-install farm 



Within-portal techniques:  
Hosting multiple tenants in the same portal runtime 
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The Users Distinct segments of a single audience, roles 
may overlap; 
Employees of a company, participants in a 
supply chain, customers, etc. 

The Tenants 

How…? 

Likely to be part of (or related to) a single 
organization. 
Common security model. 
Shared portal configuration & JVMs are OK. 

Classic portal techniques: 
•  Personalization 
•  Access control 
•  Virtual portals 



Within-portal techniques:  
Pros and cons 

Pros 
•  Well known and widely-implemented 

implemented techniques 

•  Can be combined with other multi-
tenancy techniques  

•  Can control who can see what pages 
and/or content  

•  Can easily reuse portlets and/or 
applications across the different 
groups  

•  Each group can have its own look 
and feel or Portal Theme 

•  Site Builder (v8 Update) allows easy 
micro site creation 

 

Cons 
•  Need to maintain LDAP groups and/

or personalization rules  

•  Content libraries cannot be shared 
across virtual portals if managed 
pages are enabled 

•  Theoretical possibility of “leakage” 
between tenants – may not be 
suitable if tenants are distinct 
organizations 

•  Tenants share JVM resources 
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Within-portal techniques:  
Operational considerations 

•  Application deployment  
–  Can use existing tools and applications like XMLAccess and scripts 
–  Recommend use of PAA to package all portal artifacts together 
–  Applications are shared between all tenants on the infrastructure 
–  Need to consider regression testing & automation 

•  Maintenance 
–  Shared runtime means that downtime is shared across all tenants 
–  All tenants are necessarily at the same patch level 
–  Can only run one version of a portlet at once under the same OID 

•  Configuration management 
–  Strong configuration management practices always necessary for release 

management 
–  Individual applications can’t have different middleware configuration 

 

 



Within-portal techniques: feature highlight  
Site Builder 

§ Site Builder, newly released in WCM 8 Update / CTC4, will form an important part 
of a multi-tenant content hosting platform 

§   The Site Builder allows you to create website templates and instantiate websites 
based on them 

§ Makes it simple to create a whole site from a template 

§ Allows multiple sites to be created on the same infrastructure without portal 
admin involvement 
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Within-portal techniques: feature highlight  
Portlet Load Monitoring Plug-In 

§  Monitor portlets (JSR168 + JSR 286) by 
─  Maximum number of concurrent requests 

─  Maximum average processing time for requests 

§  If maximum number of requests reached, or if 
average processing time exceeded 
─  Throw an exception in portlet markup 

─  Prevent further requests to portlet 

§  Allows to protect from more and more requests 
being blocked in non responsive portlet 
─  Prevents “hang” of portal due to thread 

exhaustion 

§  Supports WebSphere Portal 6.1.x and later 

§  Built into product from v7 onwards 
 
 



Shared-binary techniques:  
Partition a portal deployment for multiple tenants 
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The Users User groups without overlap (e.g. internal and 
external users). 
Different environments e.g. test, dev etc. 

The Tenants 

How…? 

Requirement for workload isolation. 
Need to have different portal configurations 
between tenants. 

Less well-known techniques: 
•  Multiple profiles 
•  Cluster partitioning 
•  Shared-config farms 



Shared-binary techniques:  
Pros and cons 

Pros 
•  Can reduce the amount of 

maintenance since one set of 
binaries supports all the Portals.  

•  Each Portal instance can be 
independently tuned   

•  Each Portal can be independently 
administered  

•  Patches and maintenance need only 
be applied once 

Cons 
•  WCM content libraries must be 

syndicated between portals if 
required 

•  Can lead to multiple copies of the 
same Portal artifact being 
implemented and maintained (Note: 
see WSRP) 

•  WCM does not lend itself to a farm 
architecture 
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Shared-binary techniques:  
Operational considerations 

§ Application deployment  
– Can use existing tools and applications like XMLAccess and scripts 
– Recommend use of PAA to package all portal artifacts together 
– Multiple profiles: applications can be deployed to all or to selected profile 
– Cluster partitioning: may need custom scripts to start and stop applications per 

application server instead of per cluster (but if this is the case, question whether cluster 
partitions are the right use case) 

– Farm: rolling restart to pickup new configuration 

§ Maintenance 
– Multiple profiles: Shared binaries means that one outage covers all servers 
– Farm: rolling restart to pickup new configuration 
– Application changes in one tenant should not affect other tenants, e.g. on failure 

§ Configuration management 
– Strong configuration management practices are necessary for release management 
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Shared-binary techniques: feature highlight  
Farm maintenance 

© 2013 IBM Corporation 

Profile   

WAS     

WP       

Networked  
Storage A 

2. Move 

§  Two master installs exist – Master is always attached 

§  Maintenance only applied to one master at a time 

§  Servers switch their filesystem mounts to point from  
A to B in order to switch to the new maintenance 

§  Maintenance is applied to the other Master 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

Master B Worker 1 Worker 2 Worker 3 Worker n 

Master A Worker 1 Worker 2 Worker 3 Worker n 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

WAS 

WP 

profile 

Profile   

WAS     

WP       

Networked  
Storage B 

1. Apply 
maintenance 

3. Apply 
maintenance 



Shared-binary techniques: feature highlight  
Cluster partitioning 
§ Manipulation of plugin to route virtual portal traffic to distinct cluster members, thus 

aligning execution resources to virtual portals 
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Application servers 
can be reallocated 

without always 
needing a restart 

Modified plugin-
cfg.xml routes VP 
traffic to dedicated 
application servers. 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 

Portal Cluster 

Portal 

VP1 

VP2 

VP3 

VP4 
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Shared-binary techniques: feature highlight  
Visual configuration explorer 

VCE purpose 

• Visualize, explore, and analyze 
offline configuration information 

• Correlate configuration 
information between different 
products 

• Collaborate with others during 
problem analysis 

It is NOT 

• A configuration editor or 
generator 

• An online viewer 

 

1. Select 

3. Choose scope 

2. Compare tool 

4. Customizable filter 



Separate-binary techniques:  
Use deployment automation to provide multi-tenant service 
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The Users Distinct audiences, who don’t overlap. 
Unrelated portals provided by a service provider. 

The Tenants 

How…? 

Potentially unrelated organizations with a need 
to have complete control over their own 
environment.  
Security/operational considerations require 
complete middleware separation. 

Sharing occurs through hardware virtualization. 
Major techniques available: 
•  Deployment automation (scripting e.g. RAF) 
•  IBM Workload Deployer / PureSystems e.g. 

deployed in a Unique Install Farm. 



Separate-binary techniques:  
Pros and cons 

Pros 

•  Deployment automation rocks 

•  Easy to add capacity 

•  Workload isolation – 
virtualization techniques are 
mature 

•  Facilitates major release 
migrations 

•  Well suited to a service 
provider approach 

 

Cons 

•  Dependencies on deployment 
automation service 

•  Proliferation of portal 
deployments – hardware, 
software and operational cost 

•  Need to construct 
administrative scripts to 
facilitate operations 
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Separate-binary techniques:  
Operational considerations 

§ Application deployment  
– Can use existing tools and applications like XMLAccess and scripts – need to be able to 

reliably deploy applications to any portal instance 
– Recommend use of PAA to package all portal artifacts together and facilitate application 

mobility 

§ Maintenance 
– Complete segregation requires that administrative tasks are repeated on each server – 

recommend construction of admin scripts 
– Use of Cloud tools to construct application packages 
– Cloud maintenance approach 

§ Configuration management 
– Strong configuration management practices always necessary for release management 
– Use a tool like visual configuration explorer to compare configurations between 

environments, for troubleshooting etc 
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Separate-binary techniques: feature highlight  
WSRP offload 

•  Run a traditional portlet in a remote container 
–  WebSphere Portal (WP) or WebSphere® Application Server (WAS) or third party 
–  Can transition from local to remote, and back if necessary 

•  Open standards based 
–  Cross product interoperability 

•  Test portlet outside WP in light-weight portlet containers  

•  Supports a distributed governance model 
–  LOB/brand/vendor owns the application and its full lifecycle 
–  Not subject to centralized deployment constraints 

•  Application runtime isolation 
–  No competition for portal resources 
–  Prevents stability concerns 

•  Promotes the application as a service provider (SOA) 

•  Allows non-portal technologies to integrate organically with WP 
–  e.g. .NET™/Sharepoint™ 



Separate-binary techniques: feature highlight  
WSRP offload 

© 2013 IBM Corporation 

Portal Cluster 1 

App Server Cluster 

Portal Cluster 2 

WSRP 

Portlet 

Portlet 

Portlet 

Portlet 

Portlet 

Portlet 

Portlet 

WSRP 

WAS Cluster in same 
cell inherits security, 
DMGR etc; but not 

absolute requirement 

JSR 286 only 
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Customer Example #1  
   (Single company, single install, multiple user groups) 

§  Actual customer requirement: “I need multiple portals to handle my multiple 
constituencies which include my customers, my suppliers, and my employees.  I 
want to install WebSphere Portal once and create three different portals, but I 
want a single administration point.  I want to reuse the portlets in a role-based 
framework with personalization.  Finally, I need to secure the portal.  People 
should only see what they are allowed to see.”   

§  Common portlets, pages, and web content across all three user groups.  

§  Limited number of people on I/T staff so need to be able to easily administer and 
maintain the server 

§  Web content authors are in the line of business and not on the I/T staff.  

§  Lines of Business want to create and approve new content pages and layouts. 
§  The Business wants to deliver more reports and content using the Web  

 
 



Solution for Customer Example #1  

Shared configuration 

Portal databases Content libraries 

Deployed 
portle

ts 
Deployed 

portle
ts 

Deployed 
portlets 

WebSphere 
Config (e.g 

WIM) 
REALM 

REALM 

REALM 

Page, portlet layout 

Ownership / ACLs 

Content rendering 

Wiring, rules etc 



Solution for Customer Example #1  
   (Single company, single install, multiple user groups) 

§  Within-portal technique for multi-tenancy 
§  Different user types.  For example: employees, customers, suppliers, providers, 

etc. 
§  Single administration point with no delegated administration  

§  Single ACL and security server can secure entire site and can be used to 
separate content and applications.    

§  Can support internally facing portal and externally facing portal   
§  Web Content and Portal artifacts can be shared between types of users while 

other artifacts are specific to the user types  
§  Different theme for each type of user  
§  Role based framework with personalization  

§  Some downtime is acceptable  
§  Need easy maintenance  

§  Example implementation: IBM ODW (IBM's internal portal)  



Customer Example #2  
(One installation supporting many environments) 

•  License a single physical WebSphere Portal environment and use for many purposes  
–  Integration/Test, QA, and Production.  
–  Maximize use of hardware  
–  Common ACL and security server  

•  Application isolation required.  

•  Application updates happening at different times to all environments.  

•  The versions of portal artifacts can be different between the environments.  

•  Application change or outage in one environment cannot affect the others.   
–  Minimize “noisy neighbors”.   

•  High availability may be required  
–  Minimize downtime for WebSphere Portal and WAS maintenance  

•  Master administrator, but may need to delegate administration on one or multiple 
environments.   



Solution for Customer Example #2  

Server  

WebSphere 
Portal 

WAS  

WebSphere 
Portal Profile #1 

WebSphere 
Portal Profile #2 

WebSphere 
Portal Profile #3 

WebSphere 
Portal Profile #4 



Solution for Customer Example #2  
   (One installation supporting many environments) 

§  Shared-binary technique for multi-tenancy 
§  Wanted to virtualize as high up on the software stack as possible, but still 

maintain separation between environments  
§  Changes in one environment cannot affect the other environments  

§  Requirement to limit how many times WAS and WebSphere Portal product 
maintenance/upgrades are performed.   

§  Need high availability  
§  Master administration with the ability to delegate administration as required  

§  Each environment/profile should be individually configured and tuned  



Customer Example #3  
   (Single company with multiple divisions, single install, separate portal for each division ) 

§  Actual customer requirement:“I have a production WebSphere Portal running to 
support my insurance agents.  Now I have at least 6 other business units within 
the company that have Portal solutions at various stages of design, 
development, and deployment.  I DO NOT want to install and maintain 6 different 
installations of WebSphere Portal.  IBM tell me how I can establish an 
architecture for Portal, WCM and other related IBM technologies to support all 
these Portals!” 

§  The business units sometimes worked with each other and sometimes not.   
§  WebSphere Portal install was becoming more mission critical.  It was needed for 

people to do their daily work.   
§  Divisions want their own hardware and software, but too expensive. 
§  Are willing to share hardware and software in a shared services configuration, 

but need to be able to run independently.  Any change for one division cannot 
impact another.  

§  Need to minimize outages due to Portal application upgrades.  One upgrade 
could not clobber another part of the Portal.   

§  Need to minimize outages due to WAS and Portal software upgrades.   



Solution for Customer Example #3  

Shared execution resources 

Application Servers Application Servers Application Servers 

Virtual Portal 1 

Virtual Portal 2 Virtual Portal 3 

Page, portlet layout 

Ownership / ACLs 

Content rendering 

Shared configuration 

Portal databases Content libraries 

Deployed 
portlets Deployed 

portlets Deployed 
portlets 

WebSphere 
Config (e.g 

WIM) 
REALM 

REALM 

REALM 

Wiring, rules etc 

WebSphere TAM configuration 



Solution for Customer Example #3  
   (Single company with multiple divisions, single install, separate portal for each division ) 

§  Within-portal technique OR Shared-binary technique for multi-tenancy   
§  WebSphere Portal and its supporting servers (database, LDAP, etc.) are shared 

services.  
§  Web Content and Portal Artifacts can be shared between divisions  

§  There is also common Web Content and Portal Artifacts that are shared across 
divisions  

§  Master Portal administrator with multiple sub-administrators at the divisional level  
§  Minimal downtime  

§  Easy maintenance  
§  Each division has its own look and feel – Portal Theme  
§  Need strong application isolation between the divisions  

§  Can have a common ACL and security server across the divisions  
 



Customer Example #4  
   (Service provider – one install used by many companies) 

§  Service provider for multiple companies – financial services 
§  Selling more all the time 
§  Customized look and feel, or theme, for each tenant 

§  Master administrators in the provider and sub-administrator in each tenant 

§  Applications like payment processing common across all sites  
§  Can have custom applications for a tenant 

§  Continuous availability required – many tenant depend on service to run their 
businesses 
§  MUST perform all maintenance while the site is operational  

§  Need to maintain the site with a limited set of people on the I/T staff so 
automation is key.  



 Client Isolation and insulation 

Web Tier 

Portal 

App Tier 

DB Tier 

Gateway  
Security 

A Client  
SILO 

Web Tier 

Portal 

App Tier 

DB Tier 

Gateway  
Security 

A Client  
SILO 

Web Tier 

Portal 

App Tier 

DB Tier 

Gateway  
Security 

A Client  
SILO 

Web Tier 

Portal 

App Tier 

DB Tier 

Gateway  
Security 

A Client  
SILO 

Web Tier 

Portal 

App Tier 

DB Tier 

Gateway  
Security 

A Client  
SILO 

Web Tier 

Portal 

App Tier 

DB Tier 

Gateway  
Security 

A Client  
SILO 

Many Clients 

•  Every tenant needs to be in his own virtual environment and completely isolated  

•  Insulated from Information spill and Load fluctuations 

•  Physical isolation is not a reasonable solution 



Solution for Customer Example #4  
 

 

 

 
§  Each POD has set of Portals and supporting tiers 
§  Clients are processed on designated POD’s  



Solution for Customer Example #4  
   (Service provider – one install used by many companies) 

§  Separate-binary technique for multi-tenancy.  
§  Each company must be isolated from the others – each is a separate entity or 

silo.  
§  End user data is not shared and cannot be shared across entities.   

§  Each entity has its own look and feel, ACL, and Web Content.  
§  A portlet can be unique in an entity   

§  A portlet can be shared across entities especially if it implements common 
processing.  

§  Requirement to be able to quickly deploy a new entity to on-board a new 
customer  

§  Master Portal administrator with multiple sub-administrators at the entity level  

§  Need strong application isolation between the entities  
§  No downtime – need continuous availability  

§  Nice to have feature is the ability to add capacity as needed – as in retail or 
banking environments.  

 
 
§  Internal examples: ADP, Medavie, EDB   
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We have categorized the technology options into three types 
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Increasing 
separation 

Predefined Preferences 
Individual Preferences 

User Segments 
Personalization Rules 

Roles 
Authority 

Within-
portal 

Shared 
binary 

Separate 
binary 

Personalization 

Portal access control 

Virtual portals 

Cluster partitioning 

Shared config farm 

Multiple profiles 

PAAS Cloud 
Unique-install farm 



Why Not Share?  
If you have multiple groups that need different a different look and feel, but will 
share Portal artifacts,  

   Then use the within-Portal technique,   

Else If you have multiple groups that want to control there OWN Portal, but still 
reuse some components and Portal artifacts,  

 Then use the Shared Binary technique,   

Else If you have completely different groups that need to manage their own 
completely isolated systems or have high security requirements,  

 Then use the Separated Binary technique,  

Else we happen to know of a good consulting group that can help you choose the 
best approach.   

 



Questions? 



Appendix 



Virtualization scenarios 
l  Operating system virtualization 

- VMware®, KVM, etc 
- IBM Workload Deployer 
- Normalizes hardware 

 
l  Software stack virtualization 

- Install Factory and Portal cloning 
- Farming 
- Normalizes the operating system 

 

l  Runtime virtualization 
- Virtual Portal 
- WebSphere Virtual Enterprise 
- Normalizes Portal 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 

OS 

WP 

Apps 



WAS Profile Concepts 
§  A WAS profile defines the runtime environment for an instance of WAS.  

§  Two sets of files: Core product files and profile files  
–  Core product files are shared product binary files that do not change unless you install a 

refresh pack, a fix pack, or an interim fix.   
–  The profile file includes all the files that the server processes in the runtime environment 

and the files that an administrator can change.   
–  Each profile can be independently configured 
–  Conceptually similar to DB2 instances and Oracle databases.  

§  Administration is greatly enhanced when using profiles instead of multiple product 
installations.  

–  Not only is disk space saved, but updating the product is simplified when you maintain a 
single set of product core files.  

–  Creating new profiles is more efficient and less prone to error than full product 
installations, allowing a developer to create separate profiles of the product for 
development and testing. 

 
Server  

WAS  

Profile #1 Profile #2 Profile #3 Profile #4 
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Introduction to Portal Farming 

§  A series of identically configured, stand-alone portal instances 
§  No managed cell, no clustering, no Deployment Manager 
§  Workload management handled using any load balancer 
§  HTTP Server plugin can be used with manual configuration 
§  Server instances treated as commodities 
§  Rip-n-replace 
§  Can more easily mix/match maintenance levels 
§  Extremely simple to grow/shrink capacity based on demand 
 



AIX Workload Partition Management (WPAR) 
l  Workload partitions are an AIX® concept, in which multiple execution containers 

can be started from a single set of OS binaries (similar to WAS profiles) 
l  This can be used to provide manage multiple deployments without proliferating 

the number of server images to manage 
l  See Redbook: Introduction to Workload Partition Management in IBM AIX 

Version 6.1 (SG24-7431-00) 

Global LPAR 

WPAR 

IP address 

Portal Deployment 
/opt/IBM/WebSphere 

Clon
e + 
set 
up 

HYPERVISOR 

IP address Memory allocation SAN access 

CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU CPU … 

Clon
e + 
set 
up 

WPAR 

IP address 

Portal Deployment 
/opt/IBM/WebSphere 

Each WPAR has its 
own file systems and 

IP addresses. 



Cluster Partitioning 
l  Manipulation of plugin to route virtual portal traffic to distinct cluster members, 

thus aligning execution resources to virtual portals 

IBM HTTP Server 

WebSphere Cell 

WebSphere Cluster 

WebSphere_Portal1 

WebSphere_Portal2 

WebSphere_Portal3 

WebSphere_Portal4 

WebSphere_Portal5 

WebSphere_Portal6 

WebSphere_Portal7 

WebSphere_Portal8 

Node 1-1 Node 2-1 

Plugin-cfg.xml 
Virtual Portal 1 
Virtual Portal 2 
Virtual Portal 3 

WIM Config 

Common WebSphere Config 

Application servers 
can be reallocated 

without always 
needing a restart 

IBM HTTP Server 
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